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Odor's round barn - 60 feet in diameter, 43 feet in height - was six months
in the building. Oxen cleared the ground in early 1898. Local red Permian rock
was used for the foundation. Odor apparently designed the barn himself and no one
knows just why he chose to make it round. Green burr oak trees were cut for the
timbering. To shape the crucial rafters he ordered construction of a form. The
timbers were soaked in water until soft enough to band into the mold. rihen they were
ready to erect Odor himself fit the first ones in place. Flooring, shingles, and
siding were brought in, but the joists, studs, and other dimension lumber were of
oak from the farm, which probably helps to explain why the barn, for all the neglect
of its latter years, still stands.
Today the shingles are covered with cheap green asphalt roofing. Most of the
window frames are gone and here and there studs are exposed by breaks in the siding.
A half-dozen creosote poles, wedged into angle irons bolted to the second-floor
joists on the east side of the barn, recognize damage inflicted by a recent storm
in the area. Still, dilapidated as it obviously is, the barn is probably threatened
less by collapse than by arson-minded vandals.
* * *
Interestingly enough, the barn has already been "enshrined" (after a fashion)
in the Arcadia Post Office. Gregg Burns, the paraplegic artist who works with
mouth-held pen or brush, featured the barn in one of his widely reprinted works.
The original he donated to the Post Office, which has it mounted on a panel in the
lobby surrounded by historic pictures of the old landmark in his heyday.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Arcadia's landmark round barn, to quote a recent newspaper headline, "ain't what
she used to be." But for all her nearly four score years, she still stands ALMOST
erect, an architectural curiosity, a symbol of pioneer perseverance, and something of
a memorial to a small town and a railroad, both of which typical American institutions
came into being, flourished briefly, and then faded away to near-oblivion while she
watched serenely from atop a low overlooking the Deep Fork River. On all three counts
she would seem to deserve the recognition and protection of National Register status.
* * *
This northeastern corner of Oklahoma County was opened to settlement with the
Old Oklahoma "run" of April 22, 1889. William Harrison "Big Bill" Odor arrived in
1892. In 1898 he built his barn, a two-story affair for hay, grain, and livestock.
Later he used it to house a harness and livery stable business. But almost from the
first it also served as a community center. While the barn was still under construction
three young workers, realizing what a fine place it would be for dances, persuaded
Odor to let them pay the difference between the planned rough flooring and more
suitable hardwood. From time to time for the next twenty-five years "barn dances"
drew dancers and musicians to Arcadia from a wide area.
Arcadia itself - and the M-K-T railroad - arrived simultaneously in 1902. But
the year before Odor had helped organize a neighborhood band. One musician, of many,
who played at one time or another in the barn, was M. E. Trapp, who became the 6th
governor of the state in 1923. Odor was proud of his barn and is said to have
compared its acoustics with those of the Mormon Tabernacle in Salt Lake City. Be
that as it may (or may notJ) it was a popular rallying point while Arcadia flourished.
Odor was a builder and promoter. A school teacher in Kansas before coming to Oklahoma,
he organized the first Bank of Arcadia in 1905. He was later in the hardware business.
His was the first phone in what grew to become the independent Arcadia Telephone System.
Today the town has lost its cotton gins, its bank, and virtually of its other
businesses. Interstate 44 has drawn off much of the US 66 traffic that once moved
through the town within a few feet of the eye-catching red barn ... which is now more
gray than red, its painted advertisement for an Oklahoma City store weathered into
illegibility. Even the rusted rails of the M-K-T just beyond the highway are rarely
used today and the line's abandonment is imminent. But the barn itself remains,
thanks to a half-doze^ sturdy supports on the east (down-wind) side ... a slightly
atilt memorial, not only to a rural way-of-life that has now virtually disappeared,
but also to a sturdy pioneer spirit which, hopefully, has NOT disappeared, but
merely found other ways in which to express itself.
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